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 Q: Calling python from a thread I want to call a python script from a thread. The script executes a function and the function
needs to send a variable to the script for it to execute some code. Do I need to call the script from the thread? import threading

import time import sys def loop(pid): while True: time.sleep(5) sys.stdout.write(pid + " in thread ") pid =
threading.current_thread().name print('starting function') def do_function(): print('calling python function') call_python(pid)

print('calling python function finished') def call_python(pid): import subprocess result = subprocess.call(['python',
'the_python_script.py'], stdout=subprocess.PIPE) print('value of pid', pid) print('result', result) if __name__ == "__main__":

main_thread = threading.Thread(target=loop, args=()) main_thread.start() do_function() A: The script executes a function and
the function needs to send a variable to the script for it to execute some code. You're actually trying to solve both problems at

the same time. So it doesn't make much sense to have this sort of structure. If you do want to do it, you need to keep the thread
and the script in sync. This is the main difficulty of executing scripts in parallel. But since your script is doing a loop, you're
doing something more like running a program in a GUI. Do I need to call the script from the thread? If you need to keep in

sync, yes. If you don't, no. Induction of oestrogen receptor expression by tumour necrosis factor alpha in HL-60 cells. Tumour
necrosis factor alpha (TNF alpha) induced the expression of oestrogen receptor in HL-60 cells, both in the presence and in the

absence of 17 beta-oestradiol. 82157476af
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